We have developed a question-answering system Metis with natural-language interface. Metis generates the answer to a question by comparing the semantic graph of the question sentence with sentences discovered on the Internet as knowledge source. Specifically, we first get a set of semantic frames for the question sentence, as the output from a semantic analysis system, SAGE, Then we extract several keywords from all semantic frames using SVM. After that we search the Web to find knowledge sentences based on the keywords and input each knowledge sentence into SAGE in order to get its semantic graphs similarly. Finally, the similarities between the semantic graph of the question sentence and that of each knowledge sentence are calculated to determine the most reliable knowledge sentence, in which a constituent is chosen as the answer to the question. An experiment to examine the effectiveness of our method showed that 65% of the questions for which suitable knowledge sentences had been found were replied correctly.
INTRODUCTION
QA systems with natural-language-interface have been popular recently. Here are some study cases. Endo etc. made efforts in trying to handle wider question type by employing classified type of named entity [1] . Kurata etc.
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Han, D., Kato, Y., Takehara, K., Yamamoto, T., Sugimura, K., Harada adopted a measure of distance between nodes in the grapii structure of the knowledge sentence to determine the answer among all candidates [2] . Sasaki etc. regarded the two components of a QA system, question analysis and answer extraction, as 2-class classification problems, then used SVM to determine the question type of a given question, and to select answer candidates that match the question type [3] . In another study, Murata etc. parsed syntactically both the question sentence and the knowledge one extracted from a database, and then extract the answer from the latter by comparing and matching their dependency structures [4] .
As shown above, all studies are common in the point attempting to find the answer to the question by surface information only, without considering any semantic factors which might be quite important in this process. We believe this is the principal cause for the high ratio of wrong answers in most systems. In this study, we try to pick out a clause, or simply a word, from the knowledge sentence as the answer to the question by comparing the semantic graphs of the question sentence and the knowledge sentence. We believe the delicate comparison at the semantic level could reduce the mistakes occurred in the process.
Specifically, we first get a set of semantic frames for the question sentence, as the output from a semantic analysis system, SAGE. Then we extract several keywords from all semantic frames using a Support Vector Machine. After that we search the Web to find knowledge sentences based on the keywords and input each knowledge sentence into SAGE in order to get its semantic graphs similarly. Finally, the similarities between the semantic graph of the question sentence and that of each knowledge sentence are calculated and compared to determine the most reliable knowledge sentence, from which a constituent is chosen as the answer to the question.
SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
The main difference between our method and the previous ones is we attempt to find the answer to a question based on not the raw text, but the tagged ones, i.e. the semantically analyzed texts. SAGE, the semantic analysis system built by Maezawa etc. does this for us [5] [6] [7] . It determines the word meanings and the semantic relations among words according to the definition and statisfical information registered in the EDR Dictionary'. Each case-frame in the analytical results corresponds to a clause in the sentence. And as shown in Figure 1 , a case-frame contains tow parts:
http://wvvw.iijnet.or.jp/edr/index.html an "f for the clause itself, and several "s" for morphemes included in the clause. Figure 2 is the graph generated based on the analytical results in Figure 1 , and what we want for this study. Here, we expand Sowa's concept structure [8] to produce our semantic graphs. 
PREPARATION FOR GRAPH MATCHING
We take the following steps to prepare for matching graphs between the question sentence and the knowledge sentence.
Question type identification
Taking the case-frames of a question sentence as the input, the first thing we have to do is to identify its question type. Here in this study, we classify questions into five categories: "what", "who", "where", "when", and "other". We determine the question type according to the EDR concept ID of the interrogative clause as shown in Table 1 . 
For instance, if the concept ID of the interrogative clause appears as "lOlbab" in its case-frame, we say the question is a "who" question, and assign a category concept "human" to the interrogative clause for the sake of similarity calculation between nodes in graphs later.
Keyword extraction by SVM
We extract keywords for later web searching using SVM^ SVM (Support Vector Machine) is an effective machine learning mechanism, and usually used to classify some data points into two classes. Here, we follow two steps to establish our SVM models. First we select 255 question sentences containing 1657 clauses from internet or books on quiz program as the training data, and divide all clauses into two classes: valuable keywords, and non-valuable keywords by handcraft. Then, we settle four characteristic measures for the calculation of SVM: POS, deep case, distance between the interrogative clause and the keyword itself, and the length of the keyword.
http://www.chasen.org/~taku/software/TinySVM/ 3.3
Web searching for knowledge
Using the extracted keywords, we conduct web searching for Icnowiedge sentences. We use Google^ as the search engine, and restrict the number of keywords within 4 empirically. In case the number of extracted keywords exceeds 4, combinations of every 4 keywords are tried for web searching. If no page hits with all combinations of 4-keyword, we reduce one keyword a time till hitting page appears or the number of used keywords becomes 0. Along this line, sentences in the hitting pages containing all keywords used for web searching are extracted as knowledge sentence candidates.
3.4
Paraphrase of the question sentence
According to our algorithm, we take the main predicate as the root of the graph and start graph matching from it. Thus graph matching intends to become harder if the interrogative word appears as the main predicate in the question sentence. (a) (b) Figure 3 . Graphs before and after the paraphrase For instance, (a) in Figure 3 shows the semantic graph of "Z (7)lft[Z&'f"t ^ LTV^Sdfiff "C"f/j^" (who is the person representing this region) where the main predicate is the interrogative word. While in most cases, a knowledge sentence will probably appear as something like "ip/jv-6(3:^'"'l Oi'&^^iXM LTV^S" (Suzuki Ichiro represents this region) as shown in Figure 4 . Obviously, a paraphrase as shown in Figure 3 
GRAPH MATCHING
As mentioneci in Section 3.4, we start the matching process at the moment we succeed in locating the main predicate node in the graph of knowledge sentence. Then we visit the first adjacent node from the main predicate in the question sentence in a manner of depth-first search. Similarly, we also try to find the adjacent node of the main predicate in the knowledge sentence with the satisfaction that it matches the lately visited node in the question sentence. Repeat the above until all nodes in the question sentence have been visited, indicating the end of the matching process. In this section, we describe the matching procedure in detail.
Node matching
A node in the knowledge sentence must satisfy the following conditions to match a node in the question sentence. Table 2 describes the case when the node in the question sentence is the interrogative node, and Table 3 In this way, the concept similarity between c, and Cj is 0.44.
The concept of the interrogative node is replaced by the category concept as shown in Table 1 in section 3.1. Another significant matching rule described in Table 2 and 3 is for the relation similarity. The relation similarity indicates the similarity between two relations: one in the question sentence and another in the knowledge sentence. A relation here means the semantic relation in the semantic graph from a parent node to its child node. In other words, besides the similarity of node pairs themselves, the relations they hold with their own children are also considered. It is easy to understand that the similarity will be I if the semantic relation between a pair of nodes in the question sentence is the same with the one in the knowledge sentence. How about the relations that are not the same? Table 4 shows the criteria for assigning similarities to relation pairs in this case. deep case group tiiTie,time-from,time-to object,a-object,modifier agent,object a-object,iTiodifier,possessor goal,beneficiary .purpose place,goal,from-to place,goal,scene,a-obiect,modifier,froin-to cause,reason,logical time,time-from,time-to,sequence,timing manner,possessor,a-object,modifier
For instance, if the semantic relation is "agent" between a pair of nodes in the question graph, and "object" between the node pair being examined in the icnowledge graph, we will assign the relation pairs with a similarity 0.8.
Node skipping
During the process described in section 4.1, not always could we go smoothly. Sometimes we are not able to continue our work due to the lack of matching nodes. The reason is variable including one that we might have just encountered some modification that is unconcerned, while the modified part following it is the node we are looking for. Here arises the necessity to skip one or more nodes in order to continue the matching work.
Node skipping takes place in both the question sentence and the knowledge sentence. Taking N^ as the visited node, A^^, as the being examined node, i.e., the node to be skipped, and N ^as one of the children N^ holds, the algorithm will be as below. ^Ng exists for the other relation, and the similarity defined in Table 4 Finally, after the above pcocedures, the node in the knowledge sentence matching the interrogative word in the question sentence is extracted as an answer candidate.
In case more than one answer candidate is available, similarities between the question graph and each knowledge graph are calculated as S^ and used to rank the answer candidates.
Here, N^,^ represents the concept similarity of a pair of nodes, and N is the total number of nodes in the question sentence. Likewise, ^ ,, and A^ are for the Arcs, i.e., the relations..
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conducted an experiment to examine the effectiveness our method. Table 5 shows the results. Here we randomly extract 100 sets of question and answer from a TV quiz program [9] as the experimental data. 7% (4) 16% (7) no answer 22%(12)
22% (12) 84% (38) Here the percentages in the correct answer column indicate the ratio of questions with correct answers found among all the 100 sets. Top 1 represents the ratio of questions for which the correct answers have been found by the topmost answer candidates, and Top 3 by one of the top 3 answers in the answer candidate lists.
We know from the table that suitable knowledge have been found for only 55% of the questions. This could probably be caused by the method we extract knowledge: although knowledge may exist across several sentences sometimes, we extract only an individual sentence.
Among the questions with suitable knowledge found, the success rate is 65%, and the failure rate 13%. The figures are not perfect, but prove the reliability of our method, especially for the low failure rate. We believe the delicate matching algorithm at the semantic level has reduced the wrong answers. And this could probably be the reason why 84% of the questions with no suitable knowledge found refused to provide answers. 6 . CONCLUSION
The QA system we developed is effective in finding answers from Internet for given questions. We believe that we will get better performance with our system if we expand our method of extracting individual knowledge sentence to multiple ones. Also, it may be necessary to paraphrase the knowledge sentences, rather than the question sentences only as we do at present.
